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FORMS OF ORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION ACTIVITY OF ENTERPRISES 
IN TERMS OF PROBABILISTIC NATURE OF DEMAND

Purpose. To develop models describing forms of organization of production activity in terms of probabilistic nature of demand 
and determine their being effected by strategies of marketing interaction with the product consumers.

Methodology. The theoretical models were based on classic models of mass service, methods of sales planning, and studies on 
rational strategies of marketing interaction of a consumer of limiteddemand products, the need in which is of probabilistic nature. 
Such parameters as maximum (peak) involved production capacity and maximum warehouse capacity required in terms of pre
dicted production volumes are taken as the criterion of effect of a strategy of the manufacturerconsumer marketing interaction.

Findings. Certain dependences have been obtained making it possible to calculate the maximum (peak) involved production 
capacity depending on the predicted production volume, warehouse capacity, and organization of production activity of an enter
prise. It has been shown that the organization of marketing interaction between a manufacturer and a consumer of limiteddemand 
products, the need in which is of probabilistic nature, on the basis of marketing partnership strategy helps reduce considerably the 
peak loads of production facilities and warehouse capacity, which is necessary to maintain production activity of an enterprise.

Originality. On the basis of a mass service theory, a form of organization of production activity of an enterprise is substantiated 
that manufactures goods of differentiated need and limited demand of probabilistic nature. It has been proved that a current mar
keting strategy of interaction between a manufacturer and consumer of such a product influences considerably the organization of 
production activity of an enterprisemanufacturer. A form of organization of production activity of an enterprise has been substan
tiated; in terms of organization of interaction with a consumer on the basis of marketing partnership relations, it helps reduce sig
nificantly the peak loads of production facilities and the involved warehouse capacity to store readymade products.

Practical value. The obtained results can be applied to plan the forms of organization of production activity of an enterprise that 
manufactures limiteddemand products, the need in which is of differentiated nature, and to substantiate rational marketing inter
action with a consumer of such kind of product.

Keywords: random nature of ordering, probabilistic models, peak loads, warehouse capacity, marketing strategies

Introduction. In terms of current external environment, 
activity of different enterprises is being influenced by both ob
jective and subjective factors occurring due to the instable 
market and random nature of demand for products. As Mo
hammad Azadfallah (2017) proves in his works, turbulence, 
inconstancy, and uncertainty are the specific features of mod
ern business environment. Such environment influences espe
cially negatively the enterprises manufacturing products, the 
demand for which is of differentiated nature. Such enterprises 
become especially vulnerable due to fluctuations of current 
demand for their products; their burning problem is to adjust 
somehow their manufacturing activity to current conditions of 
their interaction with main orderers.

The represented problem is characteristic for industrial en
terprises of machinebuilding industry of Ukraine. The Ukrai
nian economy is experiencing its transformation towards the 
change in the forms of industrial activity organization basing 
on the western practices, i.e. retreat from a bureaucratic form 
of production organization to a subjectspecialized form, in
cluding the ones oriented to the peculiarities of marketing in
teraction with their business partners, first of all with product 
customers. In terms of such approaches, subjectspecialized 
enterprises are capable of ensuring the production of wide and 
deep assortment, being typical but differentiated as for quali
metric characteristics, i. e. they can meet individualized de
mand in the industrial market. However, individualization in 
satisfying the demands requires searching for such forms of 
organization of production activity that meet to the full extent 
the marketing forms of interaction with customers of restricted 
consumption goods, the need in which is of differentiated na
ture. Such marketing forms should be based on the equally 
beneficial interrelations of all the partners of a demand and 
supply channel; first of all, we mean end consumers of goods.

Literature review. Theoretical studies of foreign scientists 
concerning the provision of stable production activity of an en

terprise are focused, fist of all, on the problems of business or
ganization. Their works prove that this is one of the marketing 
activity forms, and forms of organizations are evolving along 
with the transformations of external environment [1, 2]. Dyna
mism of market changes, current demand for goods produced 
by technologically specialized enterprises, and orientation to 
the individualized demand of the consumers of technically ad
vanced products make enterprises pay more attention to the 
organization of activities in the medium of network structured, 
comparing with the issues of internal business organization of a 
company. It is highlighted that the selection of a rational form 
of organization of company interaction within the network 
structures depends on the degree of interconsistency of their 
goals and degree of uncertainty of market situation [3, 4]. Stud
ies of national scientists concerning that problem are focused 
mainly on the aspects of logistic interaction [5, 6]. At the same 
time, there are no studies on the effect of the forms of organiza
tion of company interactions and selection of a rational form of 
production activity depending on the forms of organization of 
interaction between a manufacturer and a consumer of the 
product, the need in which is of differentiated character.

Modern classification of marketing forms of organization 
of enterprise activity in the network structures makes it possi
ble to divide them in less detail into two key groups – the ones 
established on the basis of transactional approach and the 
ones relying on partnership relations. The first approach is 
based on the implementation of onetime operations like 
sales, exchanges and so on with other partners. It is aimed at 
minimizing operational costs to achieve competitive advan
tages [7]. The second approach is aimed at mediumterm and 
longterm relations, for which transactional interaction is just 
a component of the interaction between companies. At the 
same time, the effect of marketing forms of organization of en
terprise activity within the network structures on the produc
tion activity of an enterprise is quite considerable.

One of the tendencies in formalization of a process of 
searching for rational forms of interaction is the use of analyti
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cal models, in terms of which it is possible to single out condi
tionally two main types. One group of models describes a pro
cess of interaction from the viewpoint of readiness to interact 
and coordinate the interactions [8]. However, those models 
are described by general mathematical equations that do not 
allow calculating the parameters accompanying production 
activity of an enterprise. Another group of models involves de
termination of the optimal size of order, fixed interval between 
orders, and specified periodicity up to a certain level. These 
models are used by national scientists to substantiate the ap
proaches to logistic management. However, a series of studies 
proves that consideration of the organization of enterprise in
teraction only from the logistic viewpoints makes it impossible 
to apply rational methods of the organization of production 
activity of an enterprise.

It should be noted that the considered analytical models, 
proposed to identify rational forms of the organization of en
terprise interaction, are determined; they do not take into ac
count the available random component of the arisen demand 
for products. As the performed research shows, [9] such a ran
dom component in a consumer of the product, the need in 
which is of differentiated nature, influences considerably his/
her activity; and organization of interaction with a manufac
turer/supplier of such a product, taking into consideration the 
random nature of the need in it, allows reducing risks as for the 
provision of rhythmical production activity of an enterprise 
and improvement of the interaction logistics.

Unsolved aspects of the problem. Summing up the afore
said, it can be concluded that nowadays there are no models, 
which help manufacturers of goods, the need in which is of 
differentiated nature, take into account and organize reason
ably their production activity, basing on the features of de
mand and marketing strategies of their interactions with con
sumers.

Solution of this issue is a constituent part of a problem 
dealing with the substantiation of a rational strategy of an en
terprise in terms of unstable market and random nature of or
ders for its product.

Purpose. The objective of the research is to develop a 
model of the organization of activity of a company manufac
turing goods, the need in which is of differentiated nature with 
a considerable random component in the volume of orders.

Methods. A research methodology is based on a model of 
consumption of goods, the need in which is of differentiated 
nature, and described with the help of Poisson law [9]. Such a 
consumer need in the goods also determines the random na
ture of ordering from the consumers of a product to its manu
facturers.

That has helped describe a model of the production orga
nization by Erlang equations and modified Erlang equations 
depending on the stiffness of terms of the orders being received 
by an enterprisemanufacturer of the goods, the need in which 
is of differentiated nature, taking into account capacity of its 
finished goods warehouse and product stock.

The final research stage involves analysis of the effect of 
marketing strategy of interaction between a manufacturer and 
a consumer of the product, the need in which is of differenti
ated nature, on the production activity of an enterprisemanu
facturer due to workload of production facilities and maxi
mum required warehouse capacity.

Statement of the basic material of the research. To formu
late a strategy of interaction of the enterprises manufacturing 
products, the need in which is of differentiated nature, it is 
necessary to take into consideration complexity of evaluation 
and identification of attributes of goods for a manufacturer and 
complexity of the evaluation of goods amount for a consumer, 
being stipulated by multifactority of the influence. Since a 
consumer need in differentiated goods is of probabilistic na
ture and evaluation of the goods amount is performed on the 
basis of longterm plans, the manufacturerconsumer interac
tion may be flexible [9]. Such a situation influences the inter

nal activity of an enterprisemanufacturer, including the pro
duction one.

Forms of organization of production activity of an enter
prise manufacturing a product, the need in which is of differ
entiated nature, influence both peculiarities of the formation 
of demand for their goods and a form of manufacturercon
sumer interaction. The results of such studies for consumers of 
expendables and component parts were represented in [9]; 
thus, it is expedient to analyze the effect of features of the for
mation of demand for that product and organization of mar
keting manufacturerconsumer interaction on the production 
activity of an enterprisemanufacturer of the goods, the need 
in which is of differentiated nature.

According to [9], due to sudden failure of a tool, the aris
ing need in such a tool is of sudden nature as well, which is 
described by the simplest flow of events or Poisson flow.

The research mentioned above also shows that a produc
tion batch to be supplied per transaction Dm is determined by 
the density of flow of need in the corresponding product of 
consumer z and duration of onetime transaction Tm.

That helps represent an order for supply of expendables as 
the simplest Poisson flow as well, which is described in terms 
of distribution density  fλ(t)

fλ(t) = λ ⋅ e-λ ⋅ t,

where λ is parameter of an exponential rule of distribution or 
density of ordering flow from one of the consumers of a no
menclature position of an expendable tool.

Density of the ordering flow may be calculated as follows

.
m

z
λ =

D

Each consumer of expendable tools forms his/her own or
dering flow, which generally has not only different density but 
also different volumes of batches being supplied. Thus, com
parative analysis of different forms of organization of market
ing interactions between a manufacturer and consumer of ex
pendable tools as well as their effect on the organization of 
production will be considered with the average weighted or
dering flows.

Consequently, in terms of the available n consumers with 
annual planned (predicted) consumption of expendable tools, 
Z1, …, Zi, …, Zn respectively and while analyzing marketing 
strategies, we will assume that we have n consumers with dif
ferent planned (predicted) consumption of expendable tools Z

1 .

n

i
i

Z
Z
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==
∑

This year, general flow of events can be represented as the 
simplest Poisson flow, being described in terms of distribution 
density  fL(t)

fL(t) = L ⋅ e-L ⋅ t;

L = n ⋅ λ.

We will think that those are regular clients, i.e. they pur
chase all the required volume of expendable tools right at the 
specified manufacturer (supplier).

In terms of transactional form of marketing, two main 
forms of production organization are possible – “maketo
order” or “maketostock” with further formation of produc
tion batches according to orders.

Consider a strategy of production of expendable parts 
“maketoorder”, i. e. articles of the specified nomenclature 
position being ordered are manufactured. Such a production 
strategy in terms of transactionbased marketing, provides 
minimum capital stagnation, i. e. it minimizes the circulating 
funds.

The possibility of parallel fulfilment of orders is determined 
by the number of production lines organized at an enterprise 
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for their processing. Maximum annual production capacity in 
terms of nomenclature position VB is possible when all the pro
duction lines, capable of manufacturing this nomenclature 
unit, are set for its manufacturing. Let us assume that their 
number is nmax. Then production capacity of one line vB is VB

,B
max

VBv
n

=

and mathematical expectation of the time of one order fulfil
ment by one line M[Tf ] is

,m
f p

v

M T T
v
D  = ⋅ 

where Tp is annual volume of working time (days), and time 
for fulfilling one order is described in the systems of mass ser
vice in terms of distribution density ( )

fTf t  [8]

( ) ,
f

t
T tf e-μ⋅= μ ⋅

where μ is parameter of an exponential rule being equal to

 1 .
[ ]fM T

μ =  (1)

The main problem to be solved is determination of the 
number of production lines which should be involved for man
ufacturing a nomenclature unit to provide the fulfilment of 
ordering flow in terms of flow density L. During the order in
take, the order, in case of available free production facilities, is 
taken to be fulfilled at once. If there are no free facilities, it can 
be queued up or declined.

In terms of transactionbased marketing strategy, time for 
order fulfilment is stipulated by both competitive terms of one
time transaction Tm and possibilities of production as for order 
fulfilment, but it should be as follows

 Tm > M [Tf ]. (2)

We should note as a remark for (2) that if the order produc
tion according to (2) cannot be physically provided by one line, 
then it should be fulfilled by several lines in parallel. Assume that 
the minimum number of physical lines, whose parallel opera
tion for one order is minimally sufficient to meet condition (2), 
is equal to a lines. Then, we can assume that a physical line is 
one virtual production line; and the maximum number of such 
virtual lines nmax in terms of the available maximum number of 
physical lines nmax_ph may be determined as n = nmax_ph/amax.

Thus, we can assume that condition (2) is always met. 
When in (1) the time of onetime transaction Tm is close to 
M[Tf ], we can take an order only in case when one of produc
tion lines is free. In this case, the state of the system can be 
described by the system of differential equations – Erlang 
equations. In our case, they are as follows
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p0(t), p1(t), …, pi(t), …, pn(t) are probabilities of the system state 
when none of the lines, one line, two lines, i lines, or even n 
lines are engaged. Note that 0 < i < n, а 1 ≤ n ≤ nmax.

Most often, transaction time Tm is considerably greater 
that the time for one order fulfilment by one line M[Tf ], and 
we have general time reserve to fulfil the order taken in terms of 
all n lines being engaged.

Following considerations can help evaluate the time and, 
respectively, possibility to postpone the orders for their later 
fulfilment in terms of preserved general duration of transaction 
relations.

To maintain the duration of transaction relations, it is nec
essary that after being taken, the order would be sent for pro
duction per time period τpv that can be evaluated according to 
the formula
 τpv = Tt - M[Tf ]. (4)

The probability that more than k events will happen during 
that time – completion of current orders production in terms 
of k production lines P≥ k(τpv) will be as follows
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where P< k(τpv) is probability of the fact that production of cur
rent orders will be completed in terms of less than k production 
lines per time period τpv.

Maximum queue length can be determined, having preset 
preliminarily Pz ≥ k(τpv), e.g. 0.95 or 95 %, or 0.9 or 90 %, by 
simple sorting k from 0 to n until the following inequality is 
met

Pz ≥ k(τpv) ≥ P≥k(τpv).

In case of maximum queue length of orders, which is ad
missible and equal to k, a system can be described by the mod
ified Erlang equations
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Note that if k = 0, i. e. in terms of zero admissible queue 
length of orders, system (6) is transformed into system (3).

Thus, it is enough to consider system (6). Solution of that 
system together with the condition
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results in [8]
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and in case of i = n + j ( j ≥ 0)
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Here, a is reduced density of an ordering flow

.L
a =

μ
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Proceed immediately to a methodology for determining 
the number of production lines n to be involved in the manu
facturing of a nomenclature unit of a product to provide fulfil
ment of the ordering flow with ordering density L.

It is known that probability of the fact that the order will be 
declined for a system of mass service with the limited queue 
length is determined by the probability of the state of a system 
with maximum queue length, i. e. pn + k [10]
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It means that first we need to identify numerical value 
pn + k. Actually, pn + k defines a degree of risk that the next order 
will not be fulfilled. Thus, to solve that problem, we should 
determine a degree of risk for the order to be declined of un
timely fulfilment pon + k.

If pon + k is known, determination of the number of produc
tion lines n required to be involved to fulfil the predicted num
ber of orders can be defined according to the following algo
rithm.

1. Define preliminarily the minimum number of produc
tion lines n to be involved to fulfil the predicted number of or
ders in terms of their complete load

.m
p

v

n T
v
D

= ⋅L ⋅

2. Calculate maximum queue length k as it was mentioned 
before ((4, 5) and comments to them).

3. Determine pn + k according to (4) and compare it with 
p(n + k). If pn + k > pon + k, then increase n by a unit, i. e. n = n + 1, 
and move on to the second point of the algorithm. In other 
case, n is the amount of working lines to be determined.

4. If n > nmax, then we conclude that in terms of current 
organization of production, it is impossible to fulfil the 
planned volume production of a nomenclature unit.

Maximum production capacity required to fulfil the orders 
in terms of company strategy “maketoorder” calculated as 
the annual production volume Vv_pz max can be calculated ac
cording to the formula

 Vv_pz max = vv ⋅ n . (8)

Minimum production capacity that can be involved for or
ders fulfilment Vv_pz min can be estimated, having preset the prob
ability of the fact that the minimum number of lines will be not 
less than 

minmin  .z nn P ≥-  Then nmin can be defined in terms of se
quential analysis pi, calculated according to formula (7), begin
ning from i = 0 in ascending order till the inequality is being met
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Value i, in terms of which inequality (9) stops being met will 
be the value nmin. Then, minimum production capacity Vv_pz min 
is determined according to the formula being similar to (8)

 _ min min.v pz vV v n= ⋅  (10)

Determine maximum warehouse capacity Spz max basing on 
the maximum number of production lines that can be involved 
and that is equal to the maximum number of orders being pro
cessed.

In terms of production batch Dm that is to be supplied per 
transaction and that is, correspondingly, equal to the batch 
manufactured according to one order, the average amount of 
products stored at a warehouse during the order fulfilment will 
be Dm/2. It means that in terms of n operating lines, the follow
ing will be warehoused

max .
2

m
pz

n
S

⋅D
=

Consider a strategy of production of expendables “make
tostock” with further formation of production batches ac
cording to the order.

Such a strategy means a level of production load meeting 
the predicted need in a corresponding nomenclature unit of 
expendable tools in terms of available sufficient number of 
tools in stock to ensure the indicated time of fulfilling the or
ders in terms of fluctuation of their number within the identi
fied limits. The production of a nomenclature unit of expend
able tools for the next period of production planning Tp_v (e. g. 
for a month) is planned according to the orders for the tool 
supply within a current month, i. e. the tool batches according 
to the orders are supplied at the expense of both current
month production and the tools stored at a warehouse at the 
beginning of the month.

Assume that at the beginning of the adoption of “maketo
stock” strategy of the production of expendables with further 
formation of the production batches according to the orders 
(e. g. at the beginning of a year), a warehouse stored so prod
ucts per S0 orders

 0
0 ,

ò

s
S

 
=  D 

 (11)

where ]] is operation of rounding down to the least whole 
number.

While planning the actions of the strategy under analysis 
for the first production period Tp_v, it is natural to specify an 
operating programme Rp_v according to the average predicted 
value of orders per planned period

Rp_v(1) = L ⋅ Tp_v ⋅ Dm,

and per each successive ith period

 Rp_v(i) = Rf_v(i - 1), (12)

where Rf_v(i - 1) is actual volume of products according to the 
orders taken during (i - 1)th production period (period of a 
production programme).

Assume that at the beginning of i th period of a production 
programme S0(i) products were warehoused. Then at the be
ginning of (i + 1)th period of production volumes updating, the 
warehouse will contain S0(i + 1) products

 S0(i + 1) = S0(i) - Rf_v(i) + Rp_v(i). (13)

Similarly, the number of products at a warehouse is deter
mined at the beginning of (i + 2)th - S0(i + 2)S0Tk(i + 2),

 S0(i + 2) = S0(i + 1) - Rf_v(i + 1) + Rp_v(i + 1). (14)

Substitution of (13) in (14) with the consideration of (12) 
results in

S0(i + 2) = S0(i) + Rp_v(i) - Rf_v(i + 1).

While continuing sequentially such substitution, beginning 
from i = 2, it is simple to prove that for any S0Tk(i), i > 1 we have

S0(i) = S0 + Rp_v(1) - Rf_v(i - 1).

Thus, the warehouse stock at the beginning of any period 
of updating of the volumes of singleunit batches, not consid
ering the first one, is equal to the total of the warehouse stocks 
at the beginning of the first period of updating of volumes of 
singleunit batches and the number of products minus actual 
consumption of products per previous period.

In other words, while adopting a “maketostock” strategy 
of the production of expendables with further formation of 
product batches according to the orders, a situation with or
ders fulfilling at any period of time is determined by the pa
rameters of warehouse and production of the first (initial) pe
riod of adoption of this production strategy and actual demand 
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for the expendable tools, which is formed during the previous 
production period.

If we take into account the fact that a production pro
gramme of the first (initial) period is determined, according to 
(11), in terms of average predicted value of orders per planned 
period, and in terms of flow of events described by Poisson 
law, the number of events per determined period of time does 
not depend on the number of events per other periods of time 
including the ones of the same duration, then, in the context 
of the known Poisson law, describing an ordering process, ca
pability of orders fulfilment is stipulated by the initial product 
stocks at a warehouse and duration of a production period, 
while fluctuations of the planned volumes of production de
pend on the duration of a production period.

Basing on the random nature of ordering, minimum initial 
product stock at a warehouse determines risks of the fact that 
during a current production period a manufacturer will not be 
able to fulfil the orders taken per its term, i.e. when

Rf_v > S0 + Rp_v(1).
Probability of such an event can be determined according 

to the formula

( )max

__
max

0 !
,p v m

iR
p v T

i

T
P e R

i
-L⋅ ⋅D

=

∑ L ⋅
⋅ >∑

where maximum threshold of the order level, which, consider
ing (11), is equal to
 Rmax = S0 + L ⋅ Tp_v. (15)

Then, having specified 
max max

, R z RP P> >-  it is possible to use 
numerical method by sorting Rmax from zero through the posi
tive integers in ascending order to identify such its number 
when the inequality starts being met

max max
.R z RP P> ><

That value Rmax will be the value of maximum planned 
production volumes that determines maximum level of the fa
cilities involved in the production. Then, (15) will help to find 
easily minimally admissible initial warehouse stock S0 min (in 
the number of orders)

S0 min = Rmax - L ⋅ Tp_v,

or in the number of products S0 min

S0 min = S0 min ⋅ Dm.

Maximum warehouse capacity can be defined from the 
same considerations as the minimum warehouse capacity but 
having specified the probability of taking minimum number of 
orders 

min
.z RP <

Probability of the event that we will have orders for Rmin or 
less products is equal to
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where Rmin is determined by simple sorting through the natural 
integers from zero in ascending order until the inequality starts 
being met

max max
.R z RP P> ><

Then, minimally required maximum warehouse capacity 
(Spc max in the number of orders and spc max in the number of 
products) is defined as follows

 max 0 min min  ;
vpc pS S T R= -L⋅ -

spc max = Spc max ⋅ Dm.

Minimum and maximum production capacity Vv_pc min and 
Vv_pc max that can be engaged in terms of this method of produc

tion organization can be calculated according to the previously 
identified Rmin and Rmin

_ min min
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T
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Consider the organization of production that is based on 
a marketing partnership strategy. As it is shown in [7], a mar
keting form based on the deepened flexible partnership rela
tions is the most profitable one as for the consumers of ex
pendables.

The marketing strategy is used to identify a period of 
supply of singleunit production batches of the correspond
ing nomenclature position Tp_p and volume of such batches 
Dp_p at the beginning of agreement and periods of updating 
of production batches TkDn, i. e. terms of corrections of value 
Dp_p. That is the correction that happens according to actual 
consumption of tools by a consumer per previous period 
TkDn.

Then, in terms of the marketing based on deepened flexi
ble partnership relations, maximum and minimum volume of 
production is determined by the minimum and maximum 
amount of the product use by consumers respectively; the pro
duction is distributed equally in time of each of periods TkDn.

That amount can be determined by means of integrated 
parameters of consumption flows in all consumerspartners of 
the corresponding nomenclature position of the expendable 
tools
 (t) ( ),z t

zf z e- ⋅∑= ⋅∑ ∑  (16)

where Σz is density of the integrated flow of tool consumption 
in consumerspartners.

Density of the integrated flow of n consumerspartners 
may be determined as
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∑ ∑  (17)

Then, having specified probability of the fact that integrat
ed volume of tool consumption with the present probability

maxz MP >  will be more than Mmax and with the present probabil
ity 

minz MP <  it will be less than Mmin, it is possible to predict 
minimum and maximum volumes of production per period 
TkDn.

Maximum production volume per period TkDn can be iden
tified by sorting Mmax in terms of positive integers from zero in 
ascending order until probability 

max
,MP>  that is calculated ac

cording to the formula
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becomes less than 
max

, z MP >  i. e. till the following inequality is 
being met

max max
.M z MP P> ><

Similarly, minimum production volume per period TkDn  
can be identified by sorting Mmin in terms of positive integers 
from zero in ascending order until probability 

min
,z MP <  that is 

calculated according to the formula
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becomes equal or more than 
min

,z MP <  i. e. till the following in
equality is being met
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min min
.M z MP P< <<

Minimum and maximum production capacities in terms of 
deepened flexible partnership relations Vv_cgp min and Vv_cgp max 
respectively can be determined according to the formulas being 
similar to (16, 17).

The upper boundary of minimum value of warehouse capac
ity in terms of deepened flexible partnership relations Scgp max sup 
can be defined theoretically by the accumulation at the end of a 
period of supply of the singleunit production batches of the cor
responding nomenclature position Tp_p for all the consumers
partners basing on the maximum need Mmax per period TkDn

_
max sup ,p p

cgp
k p

T
S M

T D

= ⋅

and the lower boundary of minimum value of warehouse ca
pacity Scgp max inf can be defined according to a maximum batch 
of supply to a single consumerpartner

{ }
_

max inf _ ( )1
inf ,

ï ï
cgp p p ii n

S = =
D



where np_p is the total number of consumerspartners.
Compare the efficiency of the considered strategies by cal

culating basic parameters of the involved production capaci
ties and warehouse for these strategies. Numerical data of the 
initial parameters for calculations are given in Table 1. They 
are based on the studies represented above and in [9].

The calculation results in terms of the aforementioned 
strategies are shown in Table 2. The calculation results demon
strate that in terms of an expendable tool manufacturer, a mar
keting strategy of deepened partnership for the production 
organization has considerable advantages over a transaction
based marketing strategy.

Thus, in terms of the same predicted volumes of production 
and establishing the relations with consumers on the basis of a 
marketing strategy of deepened partnership, production of one 
and the same volumes of orders requires reserving one and the 
same production capacities for their manufacturing, being by 

Table 1
Initial data to calculate basic parameters of the involved production capacities and warehouse in terms of different strategies 

of the organization of expendable tool production

Parameters Symbol Numerical
value

Unit of 
measurement Note

Annual need in a nomenclature position of expendable tools of one consumer Z 120 piece

Annual term of the working time TZ 360 day

Batch of products to be supplied per transaction Dm 20 piece

Average production capacity of one line vv 360 piece/year 1 piece/day

Period of production planning in terms of a transaction marketing form Tp_v 30 day

Period of supply of a singleunit production batches in terms of a marketing based on 
the partnership relations 

Tp_p 15 day

Period of updating of the volumes of singleunit batches TkDn 90 day

Assumed probability of risks Pz 0.1 (0.001) % (of a piece)

Table 2
Results of calculation of production and warehouse capacities in terms of different strategies of organization of expendable tool 

production
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Forms of production organization
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engaged capacity
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abs.
piece/year rel. piece/

year piece

3

organization of production – “maketoorder” 2160 6.0

360

60

organization of production – “maketostock” with further formation of production batches 
according to the orders

1440 3.89 140

organization of production relying on a partnership marketing strategy 484 1.34 21

5

organization of production – “maketoorder” 2520 4.2

600

70

organization of production – “maketostock” with further formation of production batches 
according to the orders

2160 6.0 200

organization of production relying on a partnership marketing strategy 756 1.26 32

7

organization of production – “maketoorder” 2520 3.0

840

70

organization of production – “maketostock” with further formation of production batches 
according to the orders

2640 3.1 240

organization of production relying on a partnership marketing strategy 1024 1.22 43
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2.5–4 times less, and warehouse capacity, being by 1.6–6.7 times 
more than in terms of establishing the relations with consumers 
on the basis of traditional marketing based on transactions.

The main factors of such effect are in the reduction of the 
number of products in singleunit batches, being supplied, 
with simultaneous increase in the number of batches, and me
diumterm production planning.

It should be highlighted that similar values of maximum 
engaged capacity to organize “maketoorder” production in 
terms of five and six orderers are connected with the fact that 
the maximum number of production lines that can be engaged 
for order fulfilment is not the same for these two cases; how
ever, probability of that situation in terms of five orderers is less 
than in terms of seven ones. In other words, if there are five 
orderers, the work at maximum production capacity lasts less 
than in case of seven orderers.

It should be also emphasized that fluctuations of produc
tion capacities of the expendable tool manufacturer result in 
the same fluctuations in the needs in the corresponding spare 
parts and raw material used for production. It means that a 
situation in the suppliers of those spare parts, materials, and 
raw material reflects the manufacturer’s situation; and all the 
analyses and studies mentioned in this paragraph are true for 
them as well.

Then, the task of establishment of deepened partnership 
relations between a manufacturer and supplier is of the same 
topicality as between a manufacturer and an orderer. However, 
if there is no partnership between a manufacturer and an or
derer of expendable tools, formation of deepened partnership 
relations between a manufacturer and supplier is of limited 
sense as it does not provide any significant decrease in fluctua
tions of the engaged production capacities with the respective 
fluctuations of purchase volumes of the corresponding spare 
parts, materials, and raw material.

Thus, for a manufacturer of differentiated goods, estab
lishment of deepened partnership relations provides consider
able increase in technical and economic indices of its produc
tion; and formation of such relations is a toppriority task of 
marketing divisions of such enterprise. Consequently, devel
opment of methodology for the formation of partnership rela
tions in the supply and sales channels is rather topical for this 
research.

Conclusions.
1. While organizing production of differentiated goods as 

“maketoorder”, a process of order fulfilment is described by 
a system of Erlang equations that helps determine maximum 
need in production capacities to fulfil the orders while inter
acting with a consumer in terms of transactionbased market
ing.

2. While organizing production of differentiated goods as 
“maketostock” on the basis of transaction marketing, a level 
of production is meant to meet the replenishment of ware
house stocks that was exhausted during the previous produc
tion period. Tool batches are supplied according to the orders 
at the expense of both currentperiod production and the tools 
being available at a warehouse at its beginning.

3. Organization of production relying on the deepened 
flexible partnership relations means determining a period of 
supply of singleunit production batches of corresponding no
menclature position. Volumes of such batches and periods of 
updating of singleunit batches, i.e. the correction, are per
formed according to actual consumptions of tools by a con
sumer per previous period.

4. Flexible organization of production relying on partner
ship relations provides considerable reduction of production 
capacities in terms of changeable demand for meeting it, com
paring with the strategies oriented to a transaction marketing 
form. Thus, in terms of the same predicted volumes of produc
tion and establishment of the relations with consumers on the 
basis of a marketing strategy of deepened partnership, produc
tion of one and the same volumes of orders requires reserving 

one and the same production capacities for their manufactur
ing, being by 2.5–4 times less, and warehouse capacity, being 
by 1.6–6.7 times more than in terms of establishing the rela
tions with consumers on the basis of traditional marketing 
based on transactions.
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Форми організації виробничої діяльності 
підприємства за умов імовірнісної природи 

попиту

Т. В. Куваєва, К. П. Пілова
Національний технічний університет «Дніпровська по
літехніка», м. Дніпро, Україна, email: Kuvaieva.T.V@
nmu.one

Мета. Розробка моделей, що описують форми органі
зації виробничої діяльності підприємства за умов імовір
нісної природи попиту, та визначення впливу на них 
стратегій маркетингової взаємодії зі споживачами про
дукції.

Методика. Теоретичні моделі базувалися на класич
них моделях теорії масового обслуговування, методах 
планування продажів і дослідженнях раціональних стра
тегій маркетингової взаємодії споживача товару обмеже
ного попиту, потреба в якому носить імовірнісний харак
тер. У якості критерію впливу стратегії маркетингової 
взаємодії виробника зі споживачем прийняті такі показ
ники як максимальна (пікова) задіяна виробнича потуж
ність і максимальна ємність складу, що потрібна при 
прогнозованому обсязі виробництва.

Результати. Отримані залежності, що дозволяють 
розрахувати максимальну (пікову) задіяну виробничу по
тужність у залежності від прогнозованого обсягу вироб
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ництва, ємності складу та організації виробничої діяль
ності підприємства. Показано, що організація маркетин
гової взаємодії між виробником і споживачем товару об
меженого попиту, потреба в якому носить імовірнісний 
характер, на підставі стратегії маркетингового партнер
ства дозволяє суттєво знизити пікові навантаження ви
робничих потужностей та ємність складу, що потрібна 
для забезпечення виробничої діяльності підприємства.

Наукова новизна. Полягає в обґрунтуванні, на базі те
орії масового обслуговування, форми організації вироб
ничої діяльності підприємства, що виготовляє товар, по
треба в якому носить диференційований характер, а по
пит на нього є обмежений і має ймовірнісну природу. 
Доведено, що поточна маркетингова стратегія взаємодії 
виробника зі споживачем такого товару суттєво впливає 
на організацію виробничої діяльності підприємствави
робника. Обґрунтовано форму організації виробничої ді

яльності підприємства, що при організації взаємодії зі 
споживачем на основі маркетингу партнерських відно
син дозволяє суттєво знизити пікові навантаження ви
робничих потужностей і задіяну ємність складу готової 
продукції.

Практична значимість. Отримані результати можуть 
бути використані для планування форм організації ви
робничої діяльності підприємства, що виготовляє товари 
обмеженого попиту, потреба в якому носить диференці
йований характер, та обґрунтування раціональної марке
тингової взаємодії зі споживачем такого товару.

Ключові слова: випадковий характер замовлень, імовір-
нісні моделі, пікові завантаження, ємність складу, марке-
тингові стратегії
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